
Introduction

            -  How do young children experience sound in the environment?
            -  What is the relationship between environmental sounds, sounds young children 

make with their bodies, and words?
            -  How can thinking more widely about all sorts of sounds support young children/s 
 learning?

Description

This toolkit is the result of a research project that looked at how young children experience sound 
in the environment. As part of this project, we asked children from Doncaster schools to take 
sounds walks, describe and imitate sounds, draw and map sounds and tell stories. These research 
activities demonstrated the potential of sound as a resource for imaginative storytelling. As the 
children began to visualise the sounds, they also began to create characters and scenarios. Their 
stories blurred the boundaries between the real and the imagined, and demonstrated the strong 
potential of using sounds to support creative storytelling and at the same time develop children’s 
literacy.

The activities in this toolkit build on the research methods employed, by inviting children, families 
and teachers to think, talk and share experiences of sound using words, stories, pictures and digital 
technology.

The toolkit is made up of three parts, the Sounds Storyboard, the Storying Sounds Book, and 
the Our Story app.

The activity cards in this pack offer guidance on how to make use of these three resources in 
creative ways, supporting children’s literacy practices. Some of the literacy skills you may see 
being developed include metaphor, simile, synesthesia, onomatopoeia and narrative development.

Contributions



Pond
The

2. What is the sound?
Ask the children to share what

they think the sound could be,

it could be anything they like

1. Can we listen to a sound?
Ask the children to listen carefully

while you play a sound from the USB

8. Can you tell others
about your drawings? 
Encourage the children to tell others 
about their and drawings on their 
sound board

5. What did we imagine?
Ask the children to talk about
their drawings with others

6. What are our 
favourite drawings?
Invite the children to add these 
to the sound board

3. What does the sound look like?
Ask the children to draw the sound on the blank
discs, this drawing can be anything both real or
abstract

4. What other sounds 
do we have? 
Repeat steps 1, 2 and 3

7. What will you call your 
collection of drawings? 
Write a title on the sound board

Individual, paired 
and small-group work

+
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Bus
Stop

Individual, paired and
small group work
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2. Are you ready to 
listen to sounds 
outside? 
Ask the children to collect 
two or three sound discs 

1. What sounds do you think we will

be able to hear outside?
Encourage the children to be imaginative when they

answer this question

5. What else can you hear?
Repeat steps 3 and 4

3. What can you hear? 
Ask the children to stop at different 
points on their walk and listen

4. What does the sound look like? 
Ask the children to draw the sound on the blank 
discs, this drawing can be anything both real or 
abstract

6. Have we drawn on all of 
our sound discs? 
If so, invite the children to walk back 
to school

7. What are our favourite drawings? 
Invite the children to add these to the sound board

8. Can you tell others about your drawings? 
Encourage the children to tell their peers about their drawings 
on their sound board

Sound Disks

Playground and/or
local neighbourhood

Whiteboard Pens

Sound board

Group Sizes:Toolkit Parts Required:Environment:



What sounds are shown in
the drawings?
Invite the children to read each caption to 
each other, in a sequence like a story

What sounds could the drawings make?
Encourage the children to cover up the caption and make or

describe the sound they think could be shown in the drawing

How might the sounds move?Ask one child to read the caption while the other moves or dances to evoke that sound or thing

Paired workClassroom

Storying Sounds
Resource Book

School

Group Sizes:Toolkit Parts Required:Environment:
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Create Edit  Change
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1. Pre-session 
preparation:
Download the ‘Our Story’ 
app via the app store on 
the tablet or smartphone

2. Pre-session 
preparation: 
Open the ‘Our Story app on 
the tablet or smartphone

4. Can we record 
sounds we can hear?
Invite the children to use
the recording option on 
the app to record sounds 

they can hear  

9. Do you want to add some 
writing to each image?
Invite the children to add annotation 

to the images in the timeline 

5. Shall we draw
some of the sounds
we can hear?
Ask the children if 
they would like to use 
the app to draw their 
own picture

8. Are you happy with the order 
they are in? 
This is an opportunity for children to reorder the 
images, again they can touch and drag the image 
to move it across the timeline

10. Can you share 
your story? 
Encourage the children 
to show their peers their 
story timeline on their 
device

3. Are we ready to take
photographs outside?When outside ask the childrento take photographs using the camera on the tablet or smartphoneof what they can hear

Group Sizes:Toolkit Parts Required:Environment:

tablet or smartphone

Playground and/or
local neighbourhood

6. What are your favourite
images or drawings?
Go back to the classroom and ask the children

to touch these images on the screen and drag

them to the timeline at the bottom of the screen

7. What sounds do you want to

add to your images or drawings?
Ask the children to drag and drop their sounds

onto the images in the timeline

Individual, paired and
small group work

+
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